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Cinematic Motifs as a Seismograph: Kazimierz, the
Vistula and Yiddish Filmmakers in Interwar Poland
Beginning in the first part of the twentieth century Kazimierz Dolny and
the Vistula River became important symbolic elements in the memory
culture of Polish Jewry. This development had been fostered by earlier
generations of storytellers and the Polish Jewish mythology they created.
As Monika Adamczyk-Garbowska has emphasized, Yiddish literature
associated Kazimierz, along with its river, woods, and castles, with the
legend about King Kazimierz the Great and Esterke, his Jewish wife, even
though the town’s name is actually related to a different king — Kazimierz
the Just (Kazimierz sprawiedliwy).1 Chone Shmeruk demonstrated that during
the nineteenth century the myth of Polish-Jewish brotherhood that the town
symbolized was recreated and reshaped, becoming an emblem of Jewish
integration in a Polish state and recreating the figure of Polonia paradisus
judaeorum.2 The changes continued during the first decades of the twentieth
century even as the myth retained its main features.3 It helped recall the past —
a recollection that both groups may have needed in order to make meaningful
their common existence in a convulsive era in Polish history.
In Yiddish films from interwar Poland Kazimierz was depicted as the
emblematic Polish shtetl. Viewers saw two towns portrayed on the screen
simultaneously — the real Kazimierz with its landmarks and the symbolic
one representing the legend of King Kazimierz and Esterke. The town was
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both photographed in a natural setting on location and artificially recreated
in the studio. It was perceived via the senses as a concrete reality, but
its fleeting image of light in the darkness also evoked abstract ideas. In
other words, it was recreated on the screen in three different perceptional
dimensions: material, symbolic, and functional.
Motifs and symbolic images are usually used as vehicles to transfer
ideas. Decoding them and interpreting their transformations may help us
understand changing situations not easily represented verbally. This article
analyzes the role that the symbolic images of Kazimierz and the Vistula
River played in interwar Yiddish cinema as a vehicle for examining the
interplay between the representation and the ones who represented it, the
images and the social circle that created them. By analyzing the iconic
moving images of Kazimierz and the Vistula River in Yiddish film we can
trace the socio-political and sociocultural expectations of the filmmakers
regarding the Jews’ place in the Polish society. This article will follow the
changing interpretation of both symbols in Yiddish films in Poland of the
interwar period and how formal public spheres reacted to their interpretation.
My main argument is that whereas during the 1920s the motif of Kazimierz
helped to celebrate Jewish integration and modernization, the messages
changed during the late 1930s, as the filmmakers showed in a very delicate
way their own rejection of the message behind the myth. They used the
Vistula and the myth embodied in the small town of Kazimierz as a vivid
(or morbid) symbol in order to present their vision regarding Polish-Jewish
integration. The symbolic use of Kazimierz probably helped them to bypass
the censorship, which could be expected to look unfavorably at the messages
they conveyed.
In order to present these points the article is divided in three parts. The
first part deals with the milieu which created the films; the second explicates
the representation of Kazimierz during the 1920s, the third during the 1930s.

“Slavdom Shakes Hands with the Ghetto”: The Filmmakers
From the beginning of the twentieth century Kazimierz on the Vistula
became quite popular among artists because of its mixture of typical and
atypical features. It was a place where an urban landscape merged with
the surrounding countryside, where centuries-old buildings stood against
the background of gentle rollings hills. It presented a picturesque market
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square, an impressive assemblage of churches and synagogues and the
winding Vistula River with its sandy shore and vast woods beyond. The
ruins of the legendary king’s castle watched over the city from the hills.4
In 1939 poet Andrzej Wolica mentioned a specific “psychological climate”
that characterized the little town.5 At the same time Karol Siciński, the wellknown Polish architect, declared that in Kazimierz “Slavdom shakes hands
with the ghetto.”6 Echoing the myth of King Kazimierz and Esterke, Siciński
interpreted the space as a place where Polishness and Jewishness merged
singularly in a way that gave the town a grand, charming, and unpretentious
touch.7 It was an ideal place of reference for writers and artists who themselves
merged Slavic and Jewish elements and who worked in what might be termed
a social “third space.”8 Occupants of that space embodied the polysemic
character of interwar Polish Jewry; they created art on the border between
the two cultures, belonging simultaneously to both.9 Most Yiddish filmmakers
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belonged to that group.10 They worked in both Yiddish and Polish and depicted
on-screen worlds in both languages.11 From a socioeconomic standpoint they
belonged to Warsaw’s Jewish middle class, which had undergone a process
of acculturation or transculturation over a period of some decades.12 Some of
them moved back and forth between the two worlds of Yiddish and Polish
filmmaking. For instance, during the 1920s producer Leo Forbert produced
about ten films, half of them “Jewish,” as it were.13 Henryk Szaro’s body of
work was similar to Forbert’s in this regard. There were those who tended
to work more in Yiddish, like Aleksander Marten (director of On a heym
in Yiddish and O czym marza̧ kobiety in Polish), while others made only
exceptional incursions into Yiddish film making, like Michał Waszyński,
director of Der dibuk, one of the best-known Yiddish films.14 He worked with
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Anatol Stern, the famous poet, a leading futurist, whose work in Yiddish film
was sporadic as well.15 The filmmakers’ attitude toward their own works in
both languages was balanced. Waszyński, for example, was especially proud
of his Yiddish film, Der dibuk,16 but he considered both that film and Znachor
in Polish as his best work.17 Stern mentioned in the same breath writing
the screenplays for both of those films.18 Jan Nowina-Przybylski, a Christian
film director, was quoted as saying that of all his films he was most pleased
with two, his Yiddish Yidl mitn fidl (shot on location in Kazimierz, 1936)
and Manewry miłosne (1935), in Polish.19 Both of these films were based on
screenplays by Konrad Tom, whose work in Yiddish films was outstanding (he
was part of the teams of Yidl mitn fidl and Mamele [1938]), as were his Jewish
characters in Polish films (like Moniek alias Mieszek Oszczep-Sardinenfisz
in Sto metrów miłości [1932]).
Because we are speaking about filmmakers who worked in the “third
space” of the encounter between Polish and Jewish cultures, I would like
to explore here their representation of a space that has served as an icon of
that encounter — Kazimierz on the Vistula. After all, these filmmakers had
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visited Kazimierz and were quite familiar both with the symbolic legacy of
the town and its river and with its reality.20

“How Close are the Polish Jews to the Polish Spirit!”
The first set of moving images of Kazimierz in a “Jewish” motion picture
was contained in an American film — Sidney Goldin’s Bleeding Hearts
(1913). Set in fourteenth-century Poland, the film described a “Polish
paradise” devoid of persecution, where Kazimierz the Great gave Jews
refuge from oppression thanks to Esterke’s intercession.21 By addressing the
question of the Jews’ place in the Polish lands, this successful movie laid the
foundations for further representations of Kazimierz as a symbolic image on
the Jewish screen. From then on the landscape of Kazimierz, with its hills,
woods, monuments, and river, appeared repeatedly in Yiddish films, recalling
the Esterke myth time after time.
During the 1920s Leo Forbert was the main filmmaker who used images
of Kazimierz and the Vistula to represent his vision of Jewish inclusion
in the Polish state-building project. He presented such images in period
when patriotic films, extolling the heroic Polish struggle for independence,
blossomed.22 Forbert tried to incorporate a Jewish voice into these Polish silent
films in order to present a specifically Jewish nuance. His ultrapatriotic film,
Jeden z 36 (Lamed-Vovnik), directed by Henryk Szaro, was shot in late 1925,
during the short-lived mild optimism around the so-called Ugoda between
the government and the Jewish parliamentary group.23 The film, whose title
recalled the traditional Jewish legend that the world is supported by thirty-six
anonymous righteous people, told about Jewish participation in the Polish
uprising of January 1863, transferring a Jewish motif to a Polish patriotic
20 See, for instance, Waldemar Odorowski, Artistic Colony in Kazimierz Dolny Centuries
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context and evoking an image of Polish-Jewish brotherhood.24 However,
Forbert’s lamed-vovnik, played by Jonas Turkow, is a bit Christianized. He
carries the weight of others’ sins on his own shoulders and sacrifices his
own life for the lives of his unfortunate neighbors in a shtetl occupied by
the Russians during the January uprising. Shot on location in Kazimierz and
in Sandomierz, the landscape images conjured up the legend of Kazimierz
and Esterke, celebrating the Jewish commitment to the Polish nation that
that historical association had produced.
Reviewing the film, Anatol Stern praised the “exalted symbolism of
the subject, which in spite of highlighting the exoticism of the Jewish
ghetto, remains pan-national and universal.”25 Basically, Stern represented
de-Judaization as universalism, which he regarded as a step forward on the
road to Jewish integration into Polish society.
In general, the Polish press received the film favorably,26 applauding the
representation of Jewish folkloric motifs, mystic legends, and superstitions,
which provided a range of colors to this black-and-white film.27 The film was
widely considered the best film made in Poland in that year — a view that
gave rise to the seemingly ironic situation in which, as one critic put it, “the
best Polish film was... a Jewish one”.28 Yet in spite of the film’s attempt to
suggest a common Polish-Jewish vision, and in spite of its positive reception,
Jeden z 36 did not succeed in creating a perception of a single community
embracing Poles and Jews together. Indeed, while the Polish press considered
it a Jewish film no matter how de-Judaized it was, the Yiddish press saw it as
a Polish one. Critics writing in Yiddish did not accept the disappearance of
the traditional Jew (the death of the lamed-vovnik) nor the Christianization
of the Jewish tradition. Even the most non political of Yiddish periodicals,
24 Hoberman, Bridge of Light, pp. 144y45; Natan Gross, Toledot haKolno’a haYehudi
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like the popular Ilustrirter magazin, spoke about “so-called ‘Jewish films’”
that “do not have much in common with Jewish culture and the Jewish
spirit.”29 As a result, Forbert and Szaro’s film remained in the third space.
Nevertheless, the film succeeded economically, suggesting that perhaps there
was indeed room for the third space to find expression.
Encouraged by the success of Jeden z 36, Forbert subsequently (in
late 1928) presented a more complex vision of Jewish involvement in
the Polish statebuilding project. As his vehicle he chose a historical epic,
Joseph Opatoshu’s iconic novel In poylishe velder (In Polish Forests).30 The
enterprise was an ambitious one. Forbert engaged Majer Bałaban, the noted
Jewish historian, to ensure historical precision. He also sought a location
for filming that could symbolize Polish-Jewish brotherhood. The film begins
with a shot of some ancient oaks from a Polish forest, with a traditional
Polish forest keeper looking at poor children collecting wood, followed by an
intertitle: “Because the Polish forests are great and wide, they can support the
poor people who use them to warm their cold dwellings”.31 Indeed, the film
underlined the character of Poland as a generous home for the dispossessed,
recalling the myth of the generous reception of persecuted Jews by Kazimierz
the Great. Echoing Forbert, the journal Kino dla wszystkich noted that “the
work testifies how close the Polish Jews are to those Polish roads, Polish
trees, Polish water, rituals, traditions, ways of life, Polish spirit.”32
The charm of the surrounding non-Jewish culture is underlined from the
film’s outset, when it shows pagan rituals connected with the Vistula from
main character Mordkhe’s point of view It recalls the legend of the Princess
Wanda, who threw herself into the Vistula because she did not want to
be married to a German, thereby becoming queen of the river. The film
presents the fishermen’s ceremonial offering to her in order to quiet the
Vistula’s waves, indirectly recalling the myth of Esterke as elaborated in

29 “Vegn der noytkayt fun yidishn film,” Ilustrirter Magazin 1 (1927):37.
30 According to the director, the book was chosen because “only a film based on remarkable

ideals could lead to success.” “W lasach Polskich na ekranie: Rozmowa z reżyserem
Johnem Turkowem,” Kino dla wsyzstkich no. 75 (1 December 1925), p. 28.
31 Emil (=Sh. L. Shneiderman), “In Varshtat fun di poylishe velder,” Film Velt
1 (1929):7. On the identification of the pseudonym see: http://www.lib. umd.edu/
SLSES/donors/decades.html.
32 Ed. EK. “‘Społeczeństwo Polskie a lasy Polskie’,” Kino dla wsyzstkich no. 76 (15
December 1925), p. 18.
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Yiddish literature.33 Mordkhe is curious about and attracted to these strange
but magnetic rituals.
The film told about Jewish patriotism in the January uprising.34 Deviating
slightly from Opatoshu’s novel, whose first half told of Mordkhe’s early
life, the film’s main plot developed this theme from the outset, underlining
Mordkhe’s activities as a traveling agitator who is perceived alternately as
a Jew and a Catholic. Thus this film emphasized the supremacy of the third
space. It praised people active in both Jewish and non-Jewish societies, as well
as people who transferred cultural components, bridging both worlds. Using
techniques of melodrama the film encouraged the spectator to identify with
people active in the two worlds simultaneously. In this way the film recreated
the narrative of integration and Polish-Jewish brotherhood that crystallized
during the second half of the nineteenth century and urged its acceptance it in
the late 1920s, when that narrative had long been under attack. Perhaps it was
precisely the attack that led to its resurrection.
The film was mostly coldly received. The Yiddish daily newspapers that
were committed to the Jewish autonomist agenda were the coolest. Their
critics commented on the film’s main characters, especially the Rebbe of
Kock, complaining that the figure of the legendary rebbe was not sufficiently
shown on screen. “We went [to the cinema] seeking the Kocker rebbe and
found Berek Jozelewicz”,35 complained the cinema reviewer of Haynt, the
most popular Yiddish daily.36 Moreover, according to Haynt, Forbert’s Kocker
Rebbe, was “a Russian saint from Dostoyevsky’s Karamazov.”37 In such
fashion the Yiddish press expressed its disappointment over the Polonization
(or Slavonization) of a Jewish topic: the film was simply “too Polish.”
The Polish daily press presented a range of reactions. The socialist
Przedświt regarded the film positively: “The action of the film develops in
an orthodox milieu, which on the one hand was imbued with talmudism and
sanctimonious hypocrisy and on the other with tolerance toward religious
questions, thanks to the encounter with Polish culture... and the tradition
33 Shmeruk, Esterke Story, pp. 77y81.
34 Hoberman, Bridge of Light, pp. 143y46; Gross, Toledot haKolno’a, pp. 36y40; Sheila

Skaff, The Law of the Looking Glass: Cinema in Poland 1896y1939, Athens OH 2008,
pp. 98y101.
35 Ykhezkl Moyshe Nayman, “Alt Kotzk ofn film: tsu di oyffirung fun ‘di Poylishe velder’,”
Haynt, 20 January 1929, p. 6.
36 Ibid.
37 Ibid.
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of the heroic legendary Jewish colonel of the Polish army, the Jew Berek
Joselewicz.”38 The newspaper thus praised in a patronizing way the power
of Polish culture to elevate traditional Jewish society. In this way Jewish
integration was presented as possible. The Piłsudskist weekly Głos prawdy
similarly accepted the film’s patriotic premises.
By contrast, other dailies, while praising the scenes of the landscape
(forest, roads, streams, lakes, hills) as “the most Polish element” in
the film, simultaneously deprecated the civic component of the film’s
story or minimized its human dimension in favor of its supposedly
archetypal construction.39 For most Polish dailies In poylishe velder was
not a “Polish” film but a “local” (krajowy) one — that is, not Polish in
the ethnonational sense but Jewish. Wieczór warszawski complained about
the strange linguistic constructions used in the intertitles, which, it claimed,
demonstrated the filmmakers’ “tribal foreignness.”40 Gazeta warszawska
argued that the film was falsely patriotic. Worse, claimed the newspaper, it
camouflaged the director’s Jewishness while at the same time idealizing the
figure of Berek Joselewicz and hiding the ultimate failure of his efforts.41
Even so, both Wieczór warszawski and the ultranationalist ABC praised the
characterization of Berek Jozelewicz by Jerzy Leszczyński, the main and
only non-Jewish actor on the set.42 For most of such Polish dailies, then, the
film was “too Jewish.”
Unlike their counterparts in the daily newspapers, however, critics who
wrote in the specialized press devoted to the cinema, in Yiddish and
in Polish, lavished superlatives on the film. To be sure, this press was
partially maintained by the film producers, so praise was to be expected.43
Still, it is interesting to note precisely what it was that they praised. In the

38 “W lasach polskich,” Przedświt, 12 January 1929.
39 Epoka, 12 January 1929 (”Na ekranie: ‘W lasach polskich’”) explained that “the greatest
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first place, the film was lauded for the way it addressed the topic of PolishJewish coexistence and depicted Jewish commitment to Poland’s symbols
and traditions. They not only focused on the main characters but also gave
special attention to secondary characters who moved from one social group
to the other.44 Accordingly they emphasized the friendship between Strahl
and Komorowski, “which is not only a friendship between two persons but
also between two nations heading toward union.”45 Strahl, a maskil, was said
to have been attracted to “the Polish szlachta that adhered to the ideas of
Towiański and Hoene-Wroński, who dreamed about complete brotherhood
with Israel and liberty for the fatherland.”46 Other, similar, characters were
mentioned in this way: the Frankist Jerzy Jeleński, the Jew Kahane (”the
spiritus movens of the emigracja and insurgent movement’s”), and the prince
Zamojski (”the continuing living idea of the liberation of the Fatherland
through the brotherhood of Jews and Poles”).47
These critics noted with favor “the mutual interaction of both cultures”
depicted in the film.48 They stressed the openness of certain social groups that
had led to a mutual cultural exchange. In fact they were praising their own
social circle. Critics writing in Yiddish in specialized periodicals devoted to
cinema noted that local circumstances in Poland, especially in the heady days
of 1863, had had a positive impact on the development of Jewish culture.49
They also stressed that because the film was silent (even at a time when
silent cinema was becoming archaic) Poles and Jews could interact with one
another as human beings undivided by language, while at the same time “we
[Jews] can come to the wider world and show [it]... our own literature and
particular features.”50 In other words, critics who wrote in Yiddish argued that
the film was a vehicle to promote Jewish culture among non-Jews.51 Thus the
specialized film periodicals, both in Yiddish and in Polish, saw the film as
44 “Pierwszy polski film mówia̧cy: ‘W lasach polskich’,” Kino dla wszystkich, no. 79, p. 27;
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“Polish-Jewish” or “Jewish-Polish.” For them, the third space was a viable
option leading to integration.
Both of Forbert’s films analyzed above addressed Jewish patriotism. They
used the Vistula River or the city of Kazimierz as a place of memory to call
to mind the myth of Polish-Jewish brotherhood.52 Such films apologetically
represented Jewish patriotism and loyalty to the Polish cause. Perhaps they
indicated that those responsible for them had internalized Polish nationalistic
rhetoric with its demand for Jews to prove their loyalty. Indeed, the films
transferred the memory of the past to the present because the past seemed
so relevant for the daily life of a social group living in the third space. No
doubt about it: that group needed to manipulate the memory of the revolt.
Thus the filmmakers resurrected the myth of the Polish-Jewish brotherhood,
emphasizing the social elements bridging between cultures and societies, so
relevant to people creating in the social third space.
However, collective memory, as Maurice Halbwachs, who first gave the
term currency, pointed out, is always selective. Thus the films presented a
particular narrative of integration and assimilation but not one in which Jews
disappeared as such altogether. In this way they demonstrated Anatol Stern’s
notion about Kazimierz: “Everyone finds there what he is looking for. It
is like in a dream.”53 But in this case the filmmakers eventually alienated
themselves from most of their public, Jews and non-Jews alike. During the
mid-1920s there was still some receptivity to their program, but the cool
public reception of In poylishe velder toward the end of the decade points,
perhaps, to a polarizing process marked by heightened ethnic antagonism.
Thus, like their makers, the films remained in the third space.

“We wouldn’t call this a paradise”
After the death of Poland’s head of state, Józef Pilsudski, in 1935 Poland
witnessed a wave of anti-Jewish violence. The most notorious incident

Yiddish films could serve as a transmitter of cultural elements from one group to the
other, thereby serving as an instrument of the third social space.
52 On the image of Jewish-Polish relations during the 1863 revolt in Yiddish and Polish
literature see Magdalena Opalski and Israel Bartal: Poles and Jews: A Failed Brotherhood,
Hanover, NH 1992, pp. 58y97.
53 Anatol Stern, “Miasto naszych synów,” in: Adamczyk-Garbowska, Kazimierz vel Kuzmir,
p. 158.
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occurred in Przytyk on 9 March 1936. In June 1936 anti-Jewish riots broke
out in Mińsk Mazowiecki and in Myślenice (near Krakow). Although these
anti-Jewish outbreaks were sporadic, the general situation of the Polish
Jewry was rapidly deteriorating.54 The deterioration, which included not only
physical violence but sustained attacks on Jewish economic and religious life,
continued through to the 1939 German invasion.55
It was in the midst of such a threatening reality that arguably the most
famous Yiddish film of all time, Yidl mitn fidl, was created. In September
1936 Joseph Green, the film’s producer, told the journal Literarishe bleter, “I
tried to present the salient moments of social injustice not as loud propaganda
but rather as moments of pure art.”56 Green knew well that the question of
social injustice toward the Jewish population in Poland could not be shown
openly on the Polish screen in the late 1930s. Only a few months earlier the
Polish censor had noisily banned the screening of Aleksander Ford’s Yiddish
film, Mir kumen on, due to its blunt, unabashed depiction of Jewish distress
and its suggestion of an unacceptable solution in the eyes of the Polish
authorities — class solidarity instead of national antagonism.57 Unlike Mir
kumen on, Yidl mitn fidl aestheticized extreme poverty (in sharp contrast to
the reality that the film’s star, Molly Picon, later recalled).58 The destitution
portrayed in the film actually appeared photogenic; the forced wanderings of
the protagonists did not evoke any pain, and the oppression was manageable,
accompanied by copious musical scenes.
When presenting his principles of film making Green argued that there is a
need for “a considerable scale of folklore and ethnography” in Yiddish films.
54 Emanuel Melzer, No Way Out: The Politics of Polish Jewry 1935y1939, Cincinati 1997,
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55 Ibid., pp. 39y52, 63y70, 81y94.
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In a press conference devoted to the film, he and others emphasized the use
of “Jewish popular motifs.”59 Green, the producer, and the non Jewish (Polish
Catholic) director of the Yiddish film, Jan Nowina-Przybylski,60 made use of
the motif of Kazimierz so enrooted in the Jewish-Polish folklore. It seems to
me that the use of the motif of Kazimierz enabled them to present their critical
point of view regarding the Jewish situation in Poland. An analysis of still and
moving images from the picture reveals a subtle disappointment and despair
that could not be presented directly because of severe censorship constraints.
Yidl mitn fidl begins with a panoramic view of Kazimierz. A long
shot from the Hill of the Three Crosses shows the ruins of the king’s
castle; it is followed by a sweeping view of the city and its well known
buildings and city market in a manner that, as Avraham Novershtern has
pointed out, evokes the myth of Esterke.61 By awakening historic memories
associated with Kazimierz the directors led viewers to expect a story about
the Jewish presence in Poland — more specifically, about the success of
Jewish integration into the Polish polity. Then come shots of the marketplace
in the market day while a melodic, longingly music recall the traditional
market square and the Jew’s place in premodern Polish society. Then, the
noise of the contemporary marketplace in full activity intermingles with the
changing, less melodic, music. A cacophony of less pleasant sounds rises,
reflecting contemporary Jewish existence. These early scenes offer a sharp
portrayal of the market from different points of view, depicting it as a dynamic
place of encounter and interchange. Like in Scholem Asch’s representation
of Kazimierz in his 1904 novella, A shtetl, the images show Jews almost
exclusively, while relegating non-Jews to the background in the role of
peasants coming to the town on the market day.62 The non-Jews function as a
picturesque symbol or, in a later scene, as a hostile rude figure who expels the
protagonist, Yidl (literally, the little Jew), and his fellows from the courtyard.
After earning two złoty and buying a herring and a roll for her father, the
film’s main protagonist, a poor girl, runs through Kazimierz’s narrow streets
to her home, only to discover that she and her father have been dislodged.
59 “A nayer yiddisher klang film: ‘Yidl mitn fidl’ mit Molly Picon in der hoyptrole,”
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The difficulties she experiences in making a living offer a glimpse into the
misery and constraints of Jewish existence in Poland. Symbolically, being
dislodged from Kazimierz, a place that evokes the Jewish myth of inclusion,
is like the exclusion of Jews from contemporary Polish life that appeared
to be the aim of the Polish government. Trying to console her father the
protagonist notes that “Adam and Eve were also thrown out of Paradise,
and we wouldn’t call this a paradise” — a statement that invites a contrast
with the myth of Polonia paradisus Judaeorum. Hence smilingly, the film
makers did not present “social injustice” as “loud propaganda”. Then, it
avoids the wrath of the censors. By awakening myths of a positive Polish
Jewish past, the film manages to highlight the failure to accommodate a
Jewish presence in the Polish state.
With the abandonment of the traditional shtetl a metamorphosis of
traditional Jewish society begins. Yidl, the little Jew, embarks on an
enterprise of transformation and modernization (not only social and
geographical but in terms of gender roles as well). The transformation
is radical. Yidl is transformed and modernized in Warsaw, the Polish capital,
the epitome Polish statehood. Yidl’s success is shown on the first pages of
the main Warsaw Jewish dailies, Yiddish as well Polish, showing in this
way his relevance for those ensconced in the multilingual culture of interwar
Polish Jewry.63 However, his successful transformation does not ensure Yidl
a place in Poland. In the final analysis the film suggests that there is no room
in the country, not only for the traditional Jew who has been expelled from
the “paradise” of Kazimierz but also for the modernized urban Jew as well.
As Avraham Nowersztern has observed, the film, whose scenes pass through
Polish roads, forest, rivers, and its capital, Warsaw, ends in Gdynia, Poland’s
new gate to the sea, on a ship to the United States. Yet like the abundant
singing and the forced “happy end,” this outcome is completely unreal. By
1936 the doors of United States had been closed to mass immigration for more
than a decade.64
Another film that used the associations awakened by Kazimierz to deal
subtly with the question of the Jewish presence in Poland was Aleksander
Marten’s On a heym, shot during the frightening final month of 1938. This
63 The film shows the first pages of the Jewish dailies in the following order: Haynt (Yiddish),

5ta Rano (Polish), Moment (Yiddish), Nasz Przegla̧d (Polish), then the following Yiddish
dailies: Varshaver Radio, Hayntike Nayes, Unzer Ekspress, Folkstsaytung.
64 See above, n. 61.
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film, based on a 1907 play by Jacob Gordin, offered a counterpoint to the
light and pleasant Yidl mitn fidl as well as to the optimistic message of
In poylishe velder. Like the former, it began in Kazimierz (the “beautiful,
romantic shtetl,” as Marten himself characterized it when explaining why
he shot the film there65) and ended in America, contrasting the vision of
migration with the contemporary Polish Jewish reality. But, in contrast to the
optimistic and unreal solution presented in Yidl mitn fidl, On a heym showed
the impossibility of finding any viable solution for Polish Jews.
Although, like in Yidl, Kazmierz is used to symbolize Poland, in On a
Heym it is not Esterke who conjures up past coexistence but the Vistula River
and the well-rooted forest, in a fashion more akin to In poylishe velder. The
action begins with images of a small town. The iconic Kazimierz images
are not presented in the film and the little town looks as any other small
town. A narrator introduces the story as a fairytale: “It was a small town
in one country where living people, neither rich nor poor ... earned a living
from the fields and from the river.” Ostensibly the place is everywhere; so
the spectator understands that it is ‘Poland’. Slowly the images turn to the
Vistula River, presented here as every Polish river. The narrator tells about
the city’s (Jewish) fishermen, “strong as oaks, rooted in the soil,” evoking
the images of in Poylishe Velder. Yet soon the peaceful images change: the
sky becomes gray and the clouds bring a storm. The narrator explains the
image of the flooded small town that now appears on the screen: “Suddenly
a storm arises and the old town is shocked. The Rifkin family suffers more
than others. The storm has stolen its child.” Indeed, the oldest son of the
Rifkins, a Jewish family of fishermen rooted as deeply in the Vistula as an
old oak in the Polish forest, is drowned.
Marten, the film director, explained that the film’s main characters are
“representatives of three Jewish generations.” Thus the director’s notion of
the archetypical structure of the three generations is clear: the grandfather
is the traditional Jew; the second generation represents the modernized
generation, and the two grandchildren represent the Jewish future.66 Here
the death of the oldest son of a strongly-rooted Jewish family symbolizes
the harsh horizon of the Jewish future in Poland. The storm that claimed
the Rifkins’ child actually swallowed the Jewish future in Poland. This long
65 G. M., “A nayer yidisher film: A shmues mitn regiseur Aleksander Marten,” Literarishe
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prologue, taking place in Poland, is completely absent from the play by Jacob
Gordin on which this film was based. This addition by Marten stresses that
the situation of homelessness in the film’s title refers to Poland.
The father, symbolically called Avreymel (like the Biblical patriarch
Abraham) is so distraught that he can no longer bear to remain in Poland.
“Since Moyshe is gone, part of my heart has left me,” the father says as
he prepares to leave his wife Bassheve and their younger son Khonokh for
America. The father is so distraught that he can no longer bear to remain
in Poland. His wife and son finally come to America to join him. However,
misfortune does not leave them: the family falls apart (due to the destructive
power of Americanization), and Khonokh seemingly drowns in the Hudson
River. Thus Poland’s Vistula consumed the Jews, and America’s Hudson
offers no different fate. There is no future for the children of Abraham.
Seemingly Khonokh drowned but an epilogue shows that he actually escaped
to find a new life. He comes back to relieve his mother, who had gone mad
from agony and grief. Surprisingly, the whole family reunites. At this happy
moment Bassheve, the mother, says: “We will all be together now. You and
I and your brother. Do you know where we are? We are underwater.” It is
my contention that the director wanted to stress in this way that even such
a “happy end” emphasizes destruction and distress.
In the play by Jacob Gordin on which this film was based, Bassheve wants
to return to Poland. In the film adaptation no such return was suggested.
Indeed, Polish reality of the late 1930s offered no such option. The situation
is at an impasse. Consequently the overall tone of the film is morbid. As film
critic J. Hoberman noted, death is illustrated even by the musical motifs,67
which according to Marten “play a special role.”68
On a Heym was released in Warsaw in March 1939. It was not well
received. The Yiddish-language press complained about its pessimistic
evaluation of reality. The distinguished Literarishe bleter was astonished:
“What Jew who gets a visa to America will complain that he has no
home?”69 However, no critic blamed the film for presenting the sorrowful
prospects for the Jews on Polish soil. Even the specialized Polish-language
film press, though critical of the film, noted its depiction of “the impetus of
67 Hoberman, Bridge of Light, pp. 293y95.
68 G. M., “A nayer yidisher film,” p. 752.
69 M. A-S, “Yidisher klangfilm ‘On a heym’,” Literarishe bleter 1939 (no. 773), p. 145.
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the American life dreamed of by the Jewish masses” but did not express any
disagreement with its somber representation of the Jewish future in Poland.70
The motif of death was even more strongly evident in a third Yiddish film
shot in Kazimierz during the late 1930s — Der dibuk, based on the 1914 play
of the same name by S. An-Ski. As the press in Polish and Yiddish pointed
out, only in a location like Kazimierz could such a fantastic story come to
life: the town, in the words of Literarishe bleter, offered “a magnificent
background for An-ski’s dramatic legend, in which, Jewish folklore and
dreams of romantic melancholy were woven together as if in a mystical
tapestry.”71 Kino dla wszystkich used almost exactly the same language,
echoing, probably, the words of the film’s director, Michał Waszyński.72
The film shows clear, sharp images of the town’s ruins — a decrepit barn,
the dilapidated castle, the old cemetery — using an expressionist technique
to present them in either very bright or very dark light. Its location shots
effectively transformed the vivid symbol into a morbid one, reshaping the
myth of Polish-Jewish coexistence in an inexplicable and inevitable one
of predestined death. These shots were supplemented by studio-constructed
images of a dark and oppressive small town.
Death is clearly the Leitmotif of Der dibuk: it appears in the death of
Nissan, father of the ill-fated young talmudic scholar Khonon; in the death
of Khonon himself; in the graveyard scenes; in the terrifying Totentanz,
featuring a figure wearing a death mask; in the dead Khonon’s possession of
the love of his life, Leah; and finally in Leah’s own death. Waszyński even
transformed one of the most prominent motifs of the Yiddish cinema, the
wedding — usually a symbol of continuity and hope73 — into its opposite.
In Der dibuk the wedding symbolizes death, hopelessness, a predetermined,
inescapable, cruel fate.74
70 Film, 1y10 April 1939 (no 9y10), p. 8.
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As Omer Bartov pointed it out, in this film the Jew is the victim of
a destructive other and cannot be understood by rational means.75 The
hardship is displayed by choosing an expressionist style for the film. The
death as a main motifs presented in Der Dybuk shows the despair to present
any solution but disappearance. The play on which Der dibuk was based was
subtitled “tsvishn tsvey veltn” (Between Two Worlds). Michał Wyszyński,
the director — a filmmaker from the third space who until the late 1930s
was known mainly as a director of exotic melodramas and light comedies76
— was himself now caught between two worlds. The gradual exclusion of the
Jews from Polish life in the late 1930s, coupled with an intensified process of
“ethnification” and delegitimization of the Jewish voice in the public sphere,
made him gradually less able to offer an optimistic view of his situation. As
a person of the third space he now found himself personally under attack
precisely for being what he was.77
Ironically, even when the Yiddish films of the late 1930s that made
reference to the iconic visions of Kazimierz and the Vistua River suggested
that there was no place for Jewish existence there, they was mostly well
received by the mass Yiddish press. Yidl was depicted as “a completely
Jewish film.”78 One reviewer praised the principal professionals behind the
film, Tom and Nowina-Przybylski. It praised Tom, the well-known Polish
cabaret artist, for creating a screenplay where “the action is genuinely Jewish.”
The reviewer also praised Nowina-Przybylski, a well know non-Jewish
director of Polish films, for obtaining such a “Jewish” result: “it is astonishing
how he, a Christian, directed such a genuine Jewish film.”79
Like the Yiddish press, which was astonished that a Christian could create
such a “Jewish” film, the conservative Czas presented a similar attitude.
Czas asked mockingly, “What made the owners of a film restaurant [the
producers] hire Polish cooks [the director] for a kosher meal [a Yiddish
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film]?”80 As far as the newspaper was concerned, for a non-Jew to direct a
film in Yiddish was an oxymoron. It is my contention that both newspapers
represented a powerful public voice that rejected the option of creating a
“third space.”
The Polish nationalist press, not surprisingly, ignored the films. Thus,
for instance, when providing information about films screened in Warsaw
in late 1936, ABC divided the cinema repertoire into “recommended” and
“‘other.” Understandably for this right wing paper, Yidl was placed in the
second category.81 Several months later the daily changed the categories from
“recommended screened films to “Christian films,” eliminating in this way
any reference to Yiddish films.82 Warszawski Dziennik Narodowy carried out
a similar strategy. It did not mention cinema houses owned by Jews, whether
or not they Yiddish films, but only “Christian companies.”83 Ignoring the
Yiddish film industry and its agenda comported perfectly with their project to
boycott the Jews.
Dziennik Poznański, a National Democratic daily, wanted not only to
eliminate the very production of Yiddish films in Poland but rejected the
“third space” milieu that created them. The daily claimed that the Yiddish
films “are not patriotic:” they “have no clear motherland.”84 It thus attacked
the milieu evident in both cultural spheres as misrepresenting and damaging
Polish national culture: “The spectator [abroad] will reach the conclusion that
the zhargon is a Polish national language! It is impossible to distinguish
between Znachor and Dybuk, both filmed in Poland, and in addition tampered
with by the same Mister Waszyński.”85 The newspaper called upon the Polish
censor to take measures to limit the production of Yiddish films in Poland.
On the other hand, the state authorities who supervised the film industry
applauded the attitude the Yiddish films expressed. Józef Relidziński, head
of the central film desk in Poland’s Ministry of Internal Affairs, told Poland’s
80 Czas, 4 October 1936, quoted in Gross, Toledot haKolno’a, p. 67.
81 ABC, 28 October 1936 (no. 309), p. 5.
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film producers and directors in March 1939, “The Yiddish films produced in
Poland present the Jewish reality in an appropriate light, and it is desirable
that Polish films should also represent such reality in a more or less positive
way”.86 The films presented poverty, but they were photogenic; they showed
misery, but they did so folkloristically. The latent protest they embodied could
be noted only by skilled eyes aware of the inner cultural codes in which they
spoke. Thus in the end they neither endangered the current state of affairs nor
protested the hegemonic manner of dealing with a cruel reality.
In the growing antisemitic atmosphere of the late 1930s, people who
merged Slavic and Jewish elements, who exemplified through their lives the
integration of the two worlds, and, most significantly, who made films in
each of the two languages, used the motif of Kazimierz and the Vistula to
project onto the silver screen their vision and their project. Whereas during
the 1920s they saw that project as viable and celebrated it, in the second half
of the 1930s they used it to depict a somber future of distress. Like many
others of this milieu they did not manage to present any viable alternative
that could challenge this deplorable situation. It seems to me, therefore, that
the filmmakers internalized the idea that the problems of Jewish existence in
Poland could be solved only by radical means, either through social change
(as in the banned Mir kumen on) or by emigration. They no longer hoped
for a liberal solution that would satisfy the needs of both groups, Poles and
Jews. And because emigration was not possible, and social revolutionary
change was even less realistic, it makes sense that only despair remained
for them.
It seems to me that this depiction of a distressed society with no solution
but death, dreams of an impossible emigration, or other expressions of
futility, illustrated on screen a situation that other dark political forces were
trying to turn into reality. Inadvertently, it thus contributed to making that
situation appear viable.
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